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Cardiac diseases are one of the major causes of death. Heart monitoring and di-
agnostic techniques have been developed over decades to address this concern. Mon-
itoring a vital sign such as heart rate is a powerful technique for detecting heart
abnormalities (e.g., arrhythmia). This work presents novel heart rate detection meth-
ods, which are both robust and adaptive compared to existing heart rate detection
methods. Two different experimental data sets, with varying operating conditions,
were used in validating the proposed methods.
In this work, utilized methods for heart rate detection include Signal Energy
Thresholding (SET), Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) and Empirical Wavelet
Transform (EWT). To the best of the author’s knowledge, this work is the first to
use EMD and EWT for heart rate detection from Seismocardiogram (SCG) signal.
Obtained result from applying SET to ECG signal is selected as our ground truth.
Then, all three methods are used for heart rate detection from the SCG signal. The
average error of SET method, EWT and EMD respectively 13.9 ms, 13.8 ms and
16 ms. Based on the obtained results, EMD and EWT are promising techniques for
heart rate detection and interpretation from the SCG signal.
Another contribution of this work is arrhythmia detection using EWT. EWT
provides us with the instantaneous frequency changes of the corresponding modes
to ECG signal. Based on the estimated power spectral density of each mode, power
spectral density of arrhythmia affected ECG is higher (more than 50dB) compared to
the power spectral density of a normal ECG which is less than 20dB. This provides
the potential for arrhythmia detection using EWT.
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1. Introduction
Cardiac diseases are one of the major causes of death in the world [1,2]. Therefore
early diagnosis of cardiac disease before progression to a severe stage is important.
Long term measurement of vital signs such as heart rate is the most common way
to monitor the cardiovascular function [3]. Tracking the heart rate (HR) is a pow-
erful technique that can be used to diagnose some heart abnormalities such as ar-
rhythmia [3, 4]. Numerous non-invasive monitoring/diagnostic techniques have been
developed for HR monitoring including cardiac imaging (echocardiography, magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), Electrocardiography (ECG), Ballistocardiography (BCG)
and Seismocardiography (SCG). These medical techniques can be used for diagnosis
of cardiac diseases [5–10]. Before describing these non-invasive medical techniques, a
brief introduction of the heart and its performance is presented in next section.
1.1 Heart Anatomy and Physiology
The heart is a muscular organ which sits within a fluid-filled cavity called the
pericardial cavity. The wall of pericardial cavity is covered with special membrane
known as the pericardium. The pericardium has several functions including keeping
the heart contained in the chest cavity, preventing the heart from overexpanding when
blood volume increases and holding heart in position by limiting its motions [11]. The
heart is located in thorax between two lungs. As shown in Fig. 1.1 it has four chambers




• Atrioventricular valves: Tricuspid valve (right side), Mitral valve (left side)
• Semilunar valves: Pulmonic valve (right side), Aortic valve (left side)
Figure 1.1 Anatomy of the heart including chambers, valves, arteries and coronaries.
Blue components indicate de-oxygenated blood pathways and red compo-
nents indicate oxygenated pathways. Retrieved with permission from [12].
The right side of the heart receives de-oxygenated blood from the body and sends
it to the lungs while the left side of the heart receives oxygenated blood from the
lungs and sends it to the body. Before blood leaves each chamber, it passes through
a set of valves. Valves are leaflets that act as one-way inlets for blood coming into
a ventricle and one-way outlets for blood leaving a ventricle. Valves are essential
to prevent backward flow of blood. In the following, we will discuss the conduction
system of the heart which describes the function of the heart as a pumping organ.
Also, cardiac cycle which refers to a complete heartbeat and its related physiological
cardiac events will be discussed.
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1.1.1 Conduction System of the Heart
The heart is capable of setting its own rhythm and has control over conducting this
rhythm throughout its structures [13]. Only 1% of the cardiac muscle cells in heart
are involved in initiation of the conduction system which set the pace for the rest of
the cardiac muscle cells [14]. These cardiac cells, known as pacemakers (Fig. 1.2) are
categorized as the following,
• Sinoatrial node (SA node)
• Atrioventricular node (AV node)
• AV bundle
Figure 1.2 Location of cardiac pacemakers in heart. Retrieved with permission from [15]
The cardiac cycle begins with depolarization of the SA node as the main pace-
maker, in the upper right atrium [16]. This cycle follows by the action potential
through the atria which originates an electric impulse. This electrical impulse is the
cause of atria contraction. Then the impulse travels to the left atrium and down the
interatrial septum to the AV node. This is the secondary pacemaker to the heart.
The AV node slows down these impulses while they continue traveling down a com-
mon pathway branching off into the right and left bundle-branches and eventually to
the ventricles and causing them to contract [16]. ECG records the summation of the
spread of the electrical potentials.
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1.1.2 Heartbeat
A heartbeat consists of complete action of the entire heart which can be cate-
gorized into two-part pumping action. It usually takes about a second [17]. The
first part is atria contraction due to the originated electric impulse. This contraction
pushes blood through the tricuspid and mitral valves filling the ventricles. This part
of the two-part pumping phase is longer and is called diastole (see Fig 1.3).
Figure 1.3 Blood flow illustrated in both systole and diastole parts. Retrieved with
permission from [18]
The second part of the pumping phase begins when the ventricles are full of
blood. The electrical impulses from the SA node travel along a pathway of cells to
the ventricles, causing them to contract. This is called systole (see Fig 1.3). As
the tricuspid and mitral valves close tight to prevent backward flow of blood, the
pulmonary and aortic valves are pushed open. The right ventricle sends blood into
the lungs to pick up oxygen, while oxygen-rich blood flows from the left ventricle to
the heart muscle and other parts of the body.
After blood moves into the pulmonary artery and the aorta, the ventricles relax,
and the pulmonary and aortic valves close. The lower pressure in the ventricles
causes the tricuspid and mitral valves to open, and the cycle begins again. This
cardiac cycle is repeated over and over again and increases in speed with physical
activity and decreases while resting. The normal heartbeat at rest condition is about
60 to 80 beats per minute (bpm) but this can vary depending on age or physiological
conditions [19, 20]. Resting heart rate in children is higher. Also, it is usually lower
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in people who are physically active. Sometimes, heart rate can be irregular due to
a problem in heart performance. This abnormality called arrhythmia in which the
heart can beat too fast, too slow, or with an irregular rhythm [21].
Contraction and expansion of the heart chambers during systole and diastole pro-
duces the mechanical movements of the heart. These mechanical movements exist in
all three dimensions. SCG provides the measurement of these movements using an
accelerometer.
1.2 Non-invasive Cardiac Monitoring/Diagnostic Techniques
Non-invasive cardiac imaging provides information about the structure and func-
tion of the heart by capturing cardiac image sequences [22]. Invasive methods, which
require catheters to be inserted into the heart through blood vessels in the leg, can
detect coronary artery disease. On the other hand, noninvasive tests are safe and
easier to perform than invasive studies but also are capable of detecting some heart
conditions including coronary artery disease.
One of the reasons that our research focus area is non-imaging techniques (ECG,
BCG and SCG) is the longer term potential for monitoring. In the following, non-
invasive monitoring/diagnostic techniques of ECG, BCG and SCG which are non-
imaging are discussed.
ECG is one of the most commonly used cardiac monitoring/diagnostic tools. It
records the electrical activity of the heart which provides the information on heart
performance. Unlike ECG, both BCG and SCG are based on measurements of me-
chanical signals. While BCG records the vibrations of the body caused by shifts in
the center of mass of blood in the arterial system, SCG itself measures the vibration of
the heart beat to the chest wall caused by heart contraction [1]. Seismocardiography
is a method of recording precordial1 acceleration signals induced by heart contrac-
tions, chest wall movements, and respiration. Both BCG and SCG main frequency
1Precordium is a region of thorax immediately in front of or over the heart
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components are below 20 Hz (infrasonic2 range/low frequency) [24]. According to
the signal frequency components, BCG is classified as an infrasonic signal. SCG can
extend to 30 Hz which has a small overlap with the audible frequency (sonic) range
(20-2000 Hz).
ECG measurements are frequently based on electrodes attached to body [25–27].
In order to measure any electrical activity of the heart at least two electrodes3 are re-
quired which are placed on the chest [28]. In most BCG measurements a piezoelectric4
pressure sensor is used which is usually placed in a bed or chair’s back/seat [30–32].
Fig. 1.4 presents the simultaneous recording of both ECG and BCG signals in the
supine position.
Figure 1.4 IJ peaks in BCG and R wave in ECG is part of the cardiac cycle phase in
which the ventricular contraction happens. Retrieved with permission and
edited [33].
SCG measurements are done using a 1D or 3D accelerometer often placed on
the sternum [9, 34]. ECG electrode placement usually increases the stress level in
patients compared to BCG measurement sensor which is usually placed on the bed
2Infrasonic signal is caused by heart muscles ejection and fraction in each heartbeat and has low
frequency components(below 20 HZ). Sonic signal is caused by heart valvular sound and includes
higher frequency components (20-2000 Hz) [23]
3In the traditional ECG recording, 12 electrodes are required which are typically placed on the
upper body
4A piezoelectric sensor is a device that is able to measure changes in pressure, acceleration, strain
or force by converting them to an electrical charge [29].
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or chair [32, 35]. For SCG measurement only one sensor is required. In conclusion,
SCG and BCG measurement methods compared to ECG might be less stressful for
the patient.
As the SCG measurement sensor is placed on the sternum and is closer to the heart,
this gives a better representation of heartbeat signal compared to BCG. Furthermore,
SCG provides us with mechanical information of the heart, such as ventricles’ move-
ments, which is a different aspect of cardiac information compared to the traditional
cardiac electrical information gained by ECG. The mentioned facts above make SCG
signal processing an interesting area for more investigation [36–39].
SCG was first introduced into clinical medicine by J. Zanetti in which a 1D ac-
celerometer was utilized to collect the Z axis (perpendicular to heart) acceleration [40].
A 3D accelerometer collects the acceleration of heart in three axes of X (right-left),
Y (head-foot) and Z (back-front). Z-axis is the main focus of most SCG research
studies since the maximum force generated by the heart is in Z direction. There-
fore, Z component provides more cardiac information [1]. SCG is usually recorded
with ECG simultaneously since ECG is required as a time reference (RR interval5).
Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.6 respectively indicate ECG and SCG Z-axis waveforms and the
sensor placement on chest.
SCG reflects the mechanical state of heart which provides extra information of
cardiac events in each heartbeat. SCG device is inexpensive, portable, safe and can
be easily performed. These are advantageous characteristics of an SCG device as a
medical tool. On the other hand, SCG does not have a prevalent clinical usage due
to its interpretation complexity.
Many applications of SCG using information extracted from Z-axis have been
investigated [1, 36, 42, 43]. The applications of SCG can be classified in two main
groups: i) monitoring cardiac vital signals and ii) diagnosis of heart abnormalities.
Examples of the first group include Ramos-Castro et al. [38], where the possibility of
5Ventricular contraction begins at R peak and RR interval is the duration of one cardiac cycle.
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Figure 1.5 SCG waveform includes both systolic points which are AO (Aortic valve
Opening), RE (Rapid ventricular ejection), PE (Peak Ventricular Ejection),
AC (Aortic Valve Closure) and diastolic points which are MO (Mitral Valve
Opening), RF (Rapid Ventricular Filling), AS (Atrial Systole), MC (Mitral
Valve Closure). Retrieved with permission and edited [41]
Figure 1.6 Sensor position and 3 directions of SCG’s X,Y and Z axes
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obtaining a good estimation of heart rate and its variability using SCG is presented.
An overview to the second application includes the work by Richard A. Wilson et
al. [10]. The authors have investigated the diagnostic accuracy of SCG in Coronary
Artery Diseases (CAD). There are different publications addressing these two aspects
which will be reviewed in the next chapter.
According to the literature, SCG has been utilized in tracking changes of the car-
diovascular system [38]. The most commonly performed methods for the heart rate
detection using SCG signal are algorithms based on autocorrelation and thresholding
of the signal energy. These algorithms can be easily implemented into embedded
hardware systems which makes them suitable for real-time analysis [38, 44]. Auto-
correlation algorithms applied to an SCG signal compute heart rate frequency using
a mathematical statistic autocorrelation function and a peak detector is used to ex-
tract signal peaks [44, 45]. Signal energy thresholding algorithm [44, 45] steps are as
following:
• The signal filtering using high-pass and low-pass Butterworth filters
• Obtaining the energy of the filtered signal
• Thresholding the signal energy for maximum peaks extraction
• Calculating heart rate based on the time interval between each two consecutive
peaks
More details about the briefly described methods above will be covered in Chapter
4. Signal pre-processing and processing are respectively the next stages after collect-
ing the raw data. In most research studies, the signal pre-processing stage usually
happens through hardware implementation (e.g., Low pass filter for removing baseline
wander and respiration signal) [4, 34, 38]. Furthermore for multiple signal recording
purposes (e.g., ECG and SCG), synchronization is performed within the hardware
and leads to simultaneous recorded signals for further processing. Described pre-
processing parts of filtering and synchronization affects the quality of whole process
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after having the recorded data including signal processing stage and obtained results.
Therefore proper implementation of these parts within hardware is critical. In con-
clusion, data collection algorithms are one of the challenging and most important
part of recording cardiac data which does not fit in scope of this thesis since we have
utilized recorded data originating from two research groups (more details on Chap-
ter 3). Based on the mentioned facts above, we don’t have access to raw data but
the pre-processed data. In the next section, typical process of cardiac diagnosis and
its advantages and disadvantages will be briefly discussed. It will also be compared
to other cardiac diagnosis methods.
1.3 Motivation
A patient experiencing a heart abnormality may plan to visit a doctor. Typically
vital signs of the patient such as heartbeat, ECG and blood pressure are measured
by the doctor and maybe sent to a specialist for further analysis. Waiting for results
may take weeks or even longer. In some cases, after receiving the test results addi-
tional specialized tests, such as wearing a Holter monitor6 for a day or more, may
be required. Patient convenience and the result preparation time are two potential
concerns following a typical diagnosis process. In order to address these concerns, nu-
merous methods and devices for monitoring vital signs have been developed which not
only are wearable, portable and designed for long time monitoring, but also provide
real-time interpretation of the recorded signals. Therefore, patient can be at home
while wearing a vital signs monitoring device, which enables simultaneous analysis of
results. As discussed before, some of these non-invasive methods which can detect
HR include electrocardiogram, ballisocardiogram and seismocardiogram.
6A Holter monitor is a wearable device that continuously records the heart’s rhythms and is
usually worn for 24 - 48 hours during normal activity [46]
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1.4 Problem Statement
In regards with heart rate detection, lots of studies have been completed. These
studies proposed different kinds of HR estimation methods mostly using ECG signal
features. There are few studies which utilized usefulness of SCG signal in heart rate
detection as well as ECG signal.
These HR detection methods can be categorized as either linear/non-linear or
adaptive/non-adaptive. Each category has its own advantages and disadvantages.
In the first category, linear methods have less computational complexity but when
they are used for non-linear signal (e.g., ECG OR SCG) processing would cause the
missing some of the signal’s important information. On the other hand, non-linear
approaches provides reliable information about signals but they are not capable of
tracking changes in high frequencies which is considered as a limitation of thesis
approaches.
In the second category, adaptive methods such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
provides a reliable frequency response of stationary signals but it is not capable of lo-
calizing the instantaneous frequency changes. Instantaneous frequency (IF) is one of
the essential signal parameters which provides important information about the time-
varying spectral changes in non-stationary7 signals.and it is applied to various appli-
cations such as seismic, radar, sonar, communications and biomedical applications
8 [47]. Considering the dynamic changes of heart behaviour and its non-stationary
nature, adaptive methods, whose basis functions are directly derived from the signal
itself, can perform better in tracking changes of heart rate including its rapid variation
compared to non-adaptive methods.
Therefore, it is really important to choose an appropriate method for the pro-
cessing of the non-stationary signals including ECG, SCG and heartbeat. According
7Non-stationary signal is a signal that its frequency contents change with time
8As an example, for the echo-location systems of bats the IF plays an important role as a time-
varying parameter which defines the location of the signals spectral peak when it varies with time [47]
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to their non-stationary natures, an adaptive method suits these signals processing
effectively. To address this concern, highly adaptive methods of Empirical Mode De-
composition (EMD) and Empirical Wavelet Transform (EWT) were proposed for HR
detection which will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 3.
Lots of studies were accomplished regarding both detection and classification of
arrhythmia. Since arrhythmia affects the frequency content of an ECG signal, pro-
posed spectrum analysis methods are suitable for arrhythmia detection in frequency
domain. Non- adaptive spectrum analysis methods such as FFT are not able to
track the instantaneous frequency changes of the input signal. Therefore, obtained
results based on FFT may miss some spectrum information. On the other hand,
EWT is a new approach of building adaptive wavelets and is capable of tracking the
instantaneous frequency changes. This advantage, highlights the potential of EWT
in arrhythmia detection. The summary of the missing gaps is as below:
• Few adaptive heart rate detection algorithms have been developed using SCG
signal.
• The capability of Empirical Wavelet Transform (EWT) in cardiac abnormality
detection such as arrhythmia has not been investigated.
1.5 Objectives of the Thesis
The purpose of this study is to propose solutions to the missing gaps. In the
following the objectives of this thesis is described and discussed briefly.
• Developing new algorithms for HR detection using SCG signal based on adaptive
methods
• Investigating the possibility of using Empirical Wavelet Transform (EWT) method
for arrhythmia detection
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1.5.1 Heart Rate Detection Using SCG Signal
For this objective, Signal Energy Thresholding (SET), Empirical Mode Decompo-
sition (EMD) and Empirical Wavelet Transform (EWT) are the algorithms that have
been used for HR detection using SCG signal. The heart rate calculated from applied
SET to ECG signal is taken as the ground truth. Then the obtained estimated HR
results from adaptive methods of EMD and EWT were evaluated by comparing to
the ground truth.
In this research, we used the cardiac data from two data sets with different sam-
ple frequencies and recording lengths. The first and second data sets, respectively,
include 11 and 5 young (20-25 year old) healthy men. These cardiac data include
simultaneously recorded ECG and SCG signals in sitting position. After the signal
processing phase, evaluation of the applied methods required. Based on the obtained
results and their statistical analysis, applying EMD and EWT to SCG are reliable
alternatives for the estimation of HR.
1.5.2 Arrhythmia Detection Using Empirical Wavelet Trans-
form
EWT is one of the recent signal processing methods which suits non-stationary
signals such as ECG and SCG [48,49]. Since EWT decomposes the input signal into
several components with different frequency bands, it gives the advantage of detecting
cardiac changes within each frequency component. Therefore it has the potential to
be used for the detection of cardiac abnormalities such as arrhythmia which is the
focus of the second objective. For this purpose, we used the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) arrhythmia database. EWT was applied to both normal and
arrhythmia affected ECG signals. Then the power spectral density of each frequency
component was estimated using a correlogram method and the results of normal
data was compared to the abnormal one. According to the obtained results, power
spectral density of arrhythmia affected ECG is higher (≥ 50dB) compared to the
power spectral density of a normal ECG (≤ 20dB).
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1.6 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 includes relevant literature survey of SCG signal hardware, its appli-
cations, signal processing methods of heart rate detection and arrhythmia detection
methods. In Chapter 3 SCG signal processing methods for heart rate detection and
arrhythmia detection method will be discussed. Chapter 4 presents the results of the
proposed signal processing methods and their evaluation. In chapter 5 contributions
and the limitations of this research study are discussed and finally chapter 6 provides
conclusion and the future work.
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2. Literature Survey
In this chapter, the development of seismocardiography in terms of both hardware
and signal processing methods is discussed. Heart rate and arrhythmia detection
methods are also covered within this chapter. SCG is a prime technology for moni-
toring of heart health as it requires simply a mechanical connection to patient’s chest.
SCG applications can be classified in two main groups of diagnosis of heart abnor-
malities and monitoring of heart performance as previously mentioned in Chapter 1.
Before talking about the potential applications of SCG, its hardware development
will be discussed briefly.
2.1 SCG Hardware Development
An SCG device includes an acceleration sensor which is typically placed on the
sternum to measure the acceleration of heart due its vibration. During the last 2-3
decades, many developments have been proposed regarding SCG’s hardware. Some
of them are discussed in this section.
In 1990, seismocardiography was first introduced into clinical medicine and com-
mercialized by Zanetti et al. [40, 41]. They recorded SCG signal using an analog 1D
ultra-low frequency acceleration transducer. They also recorded ECG simultaneously
along with SCG to have a timing reference.
Initially, a 1D accelerometer was utilized and provided cardiac information on just
the Z axis. It was also was a bit heavy, big and uncomfortable for patient’s chest.
Addressing these concerns, very small and light accelerometers called micro elec-
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tromechanical systems (MEMS)1 have been applied which are capable of measuring
acceleration in all three axes.
Another important development of SCG’s hardware is the wearable SCG [37,39,50]
which can be used for long term monitoring and cardiac assessment in daily life since
it is portable. This development is classified as SCG’s monitoring application which
is discussed in section 2.2.
2.2 SCG Diagnostic Applications
J. Zanetti et al. [40, 41] showed that SCG can be useful detecting left ventric-
ular (LV) changes due to heart abnormalities [9]. Additionally, it was found that
comparison of SCG waveforms before and after exercise can be a promising method
for detection of Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) and assessment of cardiac func-
tion [40,51].
Richard A. Wilson et al. in 1993 [10] performed a multicenter study to compare
diagnostic accuracy of SCG with ECG for diagnosis of CAD during exercise testing.
They recorded SCG signal using an analog ultra-low frequency acceleration transducer
placed on participant’s sternum and also utilized simultaneous ECG recording as a
timing mark for signal analysis [10]. Based on their results, SCG offered significantly
better sensitivity for detecting CAD compared to ECG (73% vs 48%) without loss of
specificity (78% vs 80%).
Korzeniowska-Kubacka et al. in 2005 [36] compared the diagnostic accuracy of
SCG with an exercise tolerance test (ETT) for diagnosis of ischemia in patients with
angiographically proved coronary artery disease. Ischemia is a condition in which the
blood flow to a part of the body is restricted eading to a shortage of both oxygen and
glucose in that part [52]. They recorded SCG signal using an accelerometer placed
on patient’s sternum in the supine position. Based on their results, SCG is more
1MEMS is a technology that combines computers with tiny mechanical devices such as sensors,
valves, gears, mirrors, and actuators embedded in semiconductor chips
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sensitive for detecting ischemia compared to ETT (61.1% vs 44.2%).
In simultaneous recording of ECG and SCG, SCG can provide additional me-
chanical information of heart. Using this advantageous feature, Patrick Neary et al.
in 2011 [53] showed that the simultaneous measurement of SCG alongside ECG is
a legitimate alternative for diagnosis of cardiac abnormalities such as left ventricle
hypertrophy (LVH) in athletes when Echo and cardiac MRI are precluded.
2.3 SCG Monitoring Applications
Jerosch-Herold et al. in 1999 [54] demonstrated that SCG is an MRI compatible
technology permitting for monitoring of left ventricle (LV) function during stress
testing during a MRI procedure. Since ECG signal is distorted in a magnetic field,
a mechanical signal like SCG can be a reliable replacement of ECG while being used
with MRI.
Korzeniowska et al. in 2007 [55] showed that SCG is a practical technique for
monitoring systolic and diastolic left ventricular (LV) function in CAD patients who
undergo a training program. Based on their results, the training program caused a
significant improvement in the physical capacity and cardiac performance in CAD
patients with exercise-induced left ventricular dysfunction.
Castiglioni et al. in 2007 [37] proposed the novel idea of wearable seismocardiogra-
phy for long term monitoring. The system they developed could provide statistically
consistent estimations of both heart sound related vibrations and recoil movements.
They recorded SCG signal using a triaxial analog MEMS accelerometer placed on the
left clavicle.
Tavakolian et al. in 2010 [56] demonstrated that SCG as a monitoring tool can
estimate hemodynamic parameters such as stroke volume and systolic time intervals.
They used suprasternal pulsed Doppler [57] and impedance cardiogram (ICG) [58] as
the reference methods. Based on their results, SCG gives accurate measurements of
systolic time intervals compared to reference methods. They also showed the obtained
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results from SCG has consistency for such measurements. Therefore, SCG is capable
of detecting changes such as a sudden drop in stroke volume during a time period.
Di Rienzo et al. [39,50] proposed a wearable SCG tool for the assessment of cardiac
mechanics dynamic features, such as systolic time intervals, in daily life and tested
the applicability of this method. They recorded SCG signal using a digital triaxial
MEMS accelerometer located on the sternum.
2.4 Signal Processing Methods for Heart Rate Detection
These methods can be categorized into different classes based on whether 1) they
are linear or non-linear, and 2) if they use adaptive or non-adaptive techniques. Both
linear and non-linear analysis have their own advantages and limitations. Since HR is
a non-stationary signal, any linear analysis has the potential risk of underestimating
or even missing a great amount of information content [59]. On the other hand, com-
plex nonlinear approaches are not capable of tracking changes in high non-stationary
context of RR interval series [49]. According to the second classification, HR detection
algorithms are either adaptive (e.g. EMD, EWT) or non-adaptive (e.g. short-term
Fourier transform).
EMD is an adaptive technique which decomposes a complex signal into several
frequency components called Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs) that do not overlap
in frequency [60]. EWT is another adaptive signal processing method proposed by
Jerome Gilles in 2013 [48]. Considering the dynamic changes of heart behaviour and
its non-stationary nature, adaptive methods of EMD and EWT whose basis functions
are directly derived from the signal itself, can perform better in tracking changes of
heart rate including its rapid variation compared to non-adaptive methods [61, 62].
Adaptive algorithms of EMD and EWT will be discussed in more details in Chapter 3.
The heart rate from ECG, SCG and BCG signals can be detected by various signal
processing methods. In the following, some of the signal processing algorithms for
HR detection using ECG, BCG and SCG signals are summarized. These algorithms
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include autocorrelation and thresholding of the signal energy [38, 45], EMD [59, 63],
wavelet transform [64,65], artificial neural networks [66,67], adaptive filtering [68,69]
and the template matching approach [70].
Parak et al. proposed the application of three statistical methods of autocorrela-
tion, signal energy thresholding and peaks detection in energy signal envelope on both
ECG and BCG signals for heart rate detection purpose [4, 44, 45]. They also showed
that practical methods for heart rate detection from BCG signals are the algorithms
based on autocorrelation and signal energy thresholding since they are less compli-
cated compared to the other methods in terms of hardware implementation [44, 71].
This advantage allows for real-time BCG signal processing using autocorrelation and
SET methods [44]. Steps of the signal energy thresholding method as used in [38,44]
which happens after preprocessing phase are as following:
• Signal filtering using 4th order Butterworth filters
• Calculation of filtered signal’s energy for R peaks extraction
• Calculation of heart rate based on the time distance between each two consec-
utive R peaks
Ramos-Castro et al. compared HR indices estimated from SCG signal with the
ones calculated using RR series obtained from ECG [38]. Heart rate from ECG signal
was obtained as mentioned above. In order to estimate heart rate using SCG signal,
they used the z-axis of the accelerometer data. Then, the signal was filtered with
a fourth order Butterworth band pass filter with cutoff frequencies of 6 Hz and 25
Hz respectively. After filtering, the signal energy is estimated and compared with
a threshold and heart rate is calculated using extracted time-intervals. Finally, HR
time and frequency domain parameters [72] were estimated for both ECG and SCG
signals and compared. Based on their results, applying SET to an SCG signal is a
promising signal processing method for heart rate detection.
Laurin et al. [73] indicated that HR time and frequency domain parameters ob-
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tained with SCG interbeat intervals are valid and can be used without ECG corrobo-
ration. They also recommended that AO marker (see Fig. 1.5) is the best alternative
for HR detection, since it is obtainable without the use of another signal like ECG to
identify heartbeats. HR parameters for short-term recording (5 minutes or less) have
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in SDNN (ms) Standard deviation of all interbeat intervals
RMSSD (ms)
Square root of the mean of the sum of squares of differences









in HF norm %
High frequency power in normalized units
HF/(Total Power - VLF2) ×100
LF/HF
Ratio of power in low frequency range (0.04-0.15 Hz) to
power in high frequency range (0.15-0.4 Hz)
Table 2.1 Time-domain and frequency domain parameters of HR for short-term
recording (≤ 5 minutes) for both ECG and SCG time intervals.
Bu et al. [3] performed EMD on ECG signal in order to extract both heart rate
and respiration signals. They calculated the peak frequency of each IMF (hi) in
order to select the IMFs corresponding to respiration and heartbeat. The IMF whose
peak frequency, (PFi(i = 1, 2, ..., n)), is in the range of 0.1-0.5 Hz is determined as a
component of respiration, while the range for heartbeat is 1.0-10 Hz. After selecting
the corresponding IMFs, both heartbeat (x(h)) and respiration (x(r)) signals are
reconstructed. The following equations mathematically describe this procedure









hi (PFi ∈ [1.0, 10]Hz) (2.2)
where hi stands for IMF, n is the total number of IMFs, PFi is the peak frequency
function, x(r) is the respiration function and x(h) is the heartbeat function.
Garcia-Gonzalez et al, [74] proposed 4 heartbeat detectors using SCG which was
based on continuous wavelet transform or bandpass filtering. The detectors were
capable of adapting their parameters to the morphology of the signal by estimating
mean heart rate and the bandwidth of the heartbeat signal. They recorded SCG
signals from 17 healthy volunteers using a triaxial accelerometer. Based on their
results, the standard deviation of the error for all detectors in the obtained RR
time series was around 2 ms and the percentage of obtained RR time intervals with
an higher error than 30 ms was around 3.5%. Therefore using proposed detectors,
measured SCG in a quiet environment makes it a promising alternative for the ECG’s
substitute to obtain reliable HR parameters.
2.4.1 HR Detection Methods in this Research Study
In this research, SET was applied to ECG signal and was used as the ground
truth. Even though this method gives a good estimation of heart rate, it has its
own limitations. Since ECG and SCG signals are non-linear/non-stationary and their
morphology may change during a time period, a non-adaptive method like SET which
utilizes pre-defined filters is not always able to give an accurate estimation of heart
rate. Filtering and thresholding in SET is not unique and applicable for all input
signals and needs to be reset for some input signals as necessary.
Considering the fact that HR is a non-stationary signal which is the result of many
nonlinearly interacting processes [59], any linear analysis may underestimate or miss
a great amount of information content [59]. In this case we need a method that is
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capable of analyzing a nonstationary data. Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is
a signal processing technique well suited for nonlinear/nonstationary data [60].
EWT is another adaptive method suitable for nonlinear/nonstationary data. In
this algorithm, different modes of a signal are extracted by an appropriate designed
wavelet filter bank. Based on the obtained results this method compared to the classic
EMD is more useful and practical [48]. Both EMD and EWT methods have their own
advantages and disadvantages which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
To the best of author’s knowledge, both EMD and EWT methods have not yet
been applied to SCG signal for heartbeat detection. In this thesis, adaptive techniques
have been used for SCG signal processing to extract heart rate. Chapter 4 covers the
details about the proposed methods.
2.5 Arrhythmia Detection Methods
An extensive numbers of studies have been published regarding cardiac abnormal-
ity detection using ECG signals. In this section arrhythmia detection methods using
ECG signal will be covered briefly.
Himanshu Gothwal et al. in 2011 [75] presented a method for the classification of
heart beats according to different types of arrhythmia based on the extracted features
from ECG signal. For feature extraction and heart beat classification respectively
FFT and Artificial Neural Network were utilized. Based on their obtained results,
the proposed method has a better efficiency compared to the previously proposed
methods.
Shreya Das et al. in 2011 [76] proposed a method for investigating the deffering
frequency content in normal vs. abnormal ECG signals. Periodgram was the method
that was used to calculate the power spectral density in both normal and abnormal
ECG signals. Based on their results, the amplitude of the frequency components of
an abnormal ECG is higher compared to the normal ECG.
EWT is another signal processing method which has the potential to be used
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for further signal processing purposes such as cardiac abnormality detection. An-




This chapter covers the details of the proposed methods in this research work
along with the utilized data sets phase. The first section describes the utilized data
sets and the required procedures for obtaining the demanded input signal whereas
the rest of the sections discuss the proposed signal processing methods, challenges
and limitations.
3.1 Utilized Data Sets
In this section, utilized data sets and the relevant recording information are dis-
cussed. In this research work, three data sets have been used that all of them are
digital input signals. For heart rate detection using SCG signal, two different data
sets were used. The sample frequency of each data set is respectively 1000 and 5000
Hz. From data set 1 which belongs to a research group [34] and data set 2 which were
obtained from PhysioNet [74] respectively, eleven and five healthy young men (20-25
year old) with a normal heart condition were selected. It should be noted that most
of the existent SCG data sets are exclusive and can not be easily reached at reliable
online databases such as Physionet which cause some limitations in terms of data set
size and quality.
For both data sets, ECG Lead II1 (see Fig. 3.1) and SCG Z-axis (see Fig. 1.6)
signals were each recorded through a channel and synchronized. Of course for each
data set, other vital signals such as respiration were collected and synchronized as
1Lead II is the voltage difference between the left leg (LL) and right arm (RA) electrodes (LL -
RA)
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well which do not fit the focus area of this research. The collected simultaneous data
from both data sets have been recorded in supine position. Each recording span is one
minute and these signals were recorded while the participants had the least possible
movement during recording time. Movement causes the distortion of the original
signal and therefore extraction of the correct information will be an issue.
For arrhythmia detection using Empirical Wavelet Transform (EWT), utilized
data set, Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Beth Israel Hospital (MIT-BIH), was
obtained from Physionet [77] which includes both normal and arrhythmia affected
ECG signals with the sample frequency of 360 Hz.
G
Figure 3.1 Electrode placement locations
The utilized data sets were preprocessed with several methods. For instance,
unnecessary low frequency components such as baseline wandering, respiration and
high frequency components such as noise had been removed by filtering the raw
data. Therefore, it limits the access to the raw data for applying other pre-processing
methods. The span of the recorded signals causes another limitation in case the full-
length of the signals are being used. In order to significantly reduce the computational
complexity of the proposed methods, a solution was proposed in which the span of
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each data span was divided in to the shorter lengths. Therefore, multiple 10 second
spans were selected from each data and the final result for each data is the average of
these 10 second spans. Fig. 3.2 shows 10 second recording of ECG and 3-axes SCG
of a participant.
































Figure 3.2 Multi-axis SCG and the corresponding ECG signal samples versus time
3.2 Methods
In this thesis, the following methods are proposed:
Ground truth:
• Modified version of signal energy thresholding (SET)
Proposed adaptive methods:
• Application of Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) for heart rate detection
using SCG signal
• Application of Empirical wavelet transform (EWT) for heart rate detection and
arrhythmia detection using both ECG and SCG signals
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All the algorithms are implemented in MATLAB. Relevant information of these
methods will be covered in the following sections.
3.3 Modified Signal Energy Thresholding
SET has a rather simple mathematical model which has been implemented and
applied to the input signal. In this method, HR is estimated by thresholding the signal
energy which is calculated after the signal is filtered using 4th order Butterworth
filters [45]. Butterworth filters are having an advantage of providing maximally flat
frequency response with no ripples in the pass band [78]. Additionally the calculation
of Butterworth filter is simpler compared to other filters with similar characteristics.
This simplicity combined with a level of performance makes Butterworth filters an
ideal filtering option for different kinds of signals.
One of the limitations of SET method is the filtering part which is the same for
different input signals (ECG/SCG data sets). Filtering part of SET has been modified
by defining Butterworth filters with variable cut-off frequencies. This modification
improves the performance of SET while different data sets are being used as the input
signal. In this research study, two data sets were used for the first objective which
is heart rate detection. For each data set, the filtering step is different in terms of
cut-off frequency selection which has been obtained experimentally. Fig 3.3 is a block
diagram which illustrates steps required to perform SET.
Since input signals are digital, they are discrete in both time and amplitude.
Variables in all following equations are functions of a discrete time parameter (t =
n
Fs
, 0 ≤ n ≤ N) which itself is a function of number of samples (n) and the sampling
frequency(Fs). In the following, the general formulation involved within SET steps
will be presented.
3.3.1 Steps of Modified SET
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Figure 3.3 Block diagram of SET steps. The second block (filtering) differs for each
data set. For example, in data set 1 ECG and SCG signals were filtered
by 4th order highpass Butterworth filter with the cut-off frequency of 10
Hz. On the other hand in data set 2, ECG signal was filtered by 4th order
highpass Butterworth ( cutt-off freq = 6 Hz) and SCG signal was filtered
using 4th order highpass and lowpass Butterworth filters (HP cut-off freq =
8 Hz, LP cut-off freq = 18 Hz)
E(t) = u(t)2 (3.1)
where E(t) and u(t) are respectively the signal energy and the filtered signal. In order
to extract signal peaks from ECG and SCG signals, the signal energy is thresholded
based on an empirical equation (3.2).
TH = 2× E¯(t), (3.2)
where TH is the threshold parameter and E¯ is average of energy signal and factor
2 is selected empirically. After extracting signal peaks, heart rate can be calculated






The HR signal obtained using ECG is considered as our ground truth. Since the
filtering and thresholding parts of SET may need to be changed for different input
signals, some pre-defined filters with different cut-off frequencies (LP Butterworth
cut-off frequencies are 6, 8, 10 and HP Butterworth cut-off frequencies are 10, 15,
18) have been selected based on their given output results. Then, these filters were
applied to all input signals and the best result was selected as the final estimated
heart rate for each signal.
3.3.2 Challenges and Limitations of Modified SET
SET can provide reliable results in short intervals (e.g. 10 sec) but it has its
own limitations. These limitations, challenges and the their relevant solutions are
addressed and sorted based on the steps of the SET block diagram (Fig. 3.3). The
first challenge in this method lies in selection of an appropriate input signal which
is the 10 second span of each data. Each input signal should match the following
criteria:
• The length of each span must be 10 seconds
• Maximum peaks should not be at the beginning or the end of the selected span
• Level of noise and other unnecessary components in each span must match the
rest otherwise two options are recommended for the highly noisy signals : a)
further pre-processing b) selecting another span with the fair level of noise
The second challenge of SET is the filtering part which is not unique since the
cut-off frequency may vary for each input signal. In other words, this method is not
adaptive therefore some of the employed parameters such as cut-off frequency need to
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be changed for each distinct data set which justifies the different defined filtering cut-
off frequencies for each data set in step 2. Developing an adaptive filtering method
has the potential of being a future contribution.
The last but not the least challenge is about the maximum peak extraction (step
5). If it is assumed that earlier steps specifically filtering step has been done ap-
propriately, maximum peaks could be extracted with a proper thresholding which is
theoretically ideal but practically it does not happen since the filtering part is quite
challenging and sometimes it produces several maximum peaks with a very short time
distance from each other (≤ 1ms). In this case, the maximum of the peaks or the
average of the maximum peaks, if they have the same magnitude will be selected as
the maximum peak.
3.4 Heart Rate Detection Using Empirical Mode Decompo-
sition
EMD algorithm decomposes input signal into different modes of IMFs with sepa-
rate spectral bands. This decomposition algorithm is based on successive removal of
elemental signals which estimates the IMFs. Given any signal, the IMFs are found by
an iterative procedure called a sifting algorithm [60], [48]. Parameter selection of the
EMD algorithm is challenging. An inappropriate selection of input parameters can
lead to a large number of IMFs (10-15) which makes their interpretation complicated.
In this study, EMD is applied to the SCG-Z axis and the IMFs corresponding to
heartbeat are determined according to their peak frequencies. The IMF whose peak
frequency is in the range of 1-10 Hz is considered as a heartbeat component. Then, we
can reconstruct the signal of heartbeat by accumulating the respective components.
Finally, heart rate is calculated by finding the time distance between the maximum
peaks of the extracted heartbeat signal. Fig. 3.4 shows the block diagram of the
applied EMD on ECG and SCG signals. In the next subsection, general formulation
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Figure 3.4 Block diagram of applied EMD steps for HR detection
3.4.1 Heartbeat Extraction Procedure
After decomposing the input signal f(t) into several IMFs, the peak frequency of
each IMF was obtained. As mentioned previously, the IMFs whose peak frequencies
are in the range of 1 − 10 Hz, were determined as a component of heartbeat. After




fk (PFk ∈ [1.0, 10]Hz) (3.4)
where PFk denotes the k
th element of the peak frequency parameter.
3.4.2 Challenges and Limitations of EMD
The main issue with the EMD approach is its lack of a rigorous theoretical frame-
work, even though its adaptability seems useful for many applications (e.g. signal
spectrum analysis). Even though the EMD algorithm is highly adaptable and is able
to extract the non-stationary part of the original function, it can only address some
specific problems. For example when the signal is noisy, the information provided of
the frequency spectrum of the decomposed IMFs are not reliable.
One of the challenges regarding the data selection (step 1) of the EMD block
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diagram, is the length of the input signal. Since EMD has high computational com-
plexity, input signals with long length cause an issue by increasing the processing
time. Therefore, 10 second spans were selected as the input signal of SET. Also the
noise level of the input signal matters as if the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is less than
5dB the output result is not reliable. To address this concern, noisy data spans were
eliminated from the input signals.
In the following, the steps of the EMD algorithm has been described.
3.4.3 EMD General Formulation
Input signal (f(t)) is decomposed using EMD through a sifting process which
estimates IMFs [60]. Two conditions are considered in this sifting process: (a) the
number of IMF extrema and zero-crossings must differ at most by one, (b) the mean
value between the upper and lower envelops must be close to zero. EMD process [79]
involves the following steps:
1. Finding all the local maxima, Mi, i = 1, 2, ... and minima, mk, k = 1, 2, ...;.
2. Computing the corresponding interpolating (The interpolating function is a
cubic spline [80]) signals M(t) = fM(Mi, t and m(t) = fm(mk, t). These signals
are the upper and lower envelopes of the input signal f(t).
3. Let e(t) = M(t)+m(t)
2
which in the local mean value.
4. Subtracting e(t) from the signal: f(t) = f(t)− e(t).
5. Returning to step (1)—stop when f(t) remains nearly unchanged.
6. Once obtaining an IMF,fk(t), removing it from the signal f(t) = f(t) − fk(t)
and return to (1) if f(t) has more than one extremum (neither a constant nor
a trend).
The sifting process decomposes f(t) into locally orthogonal modes that are zero-
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3.5 Heart Rate Detection Using Empirical Wavelet Trans-
form
EWT is another signal decomposition method in which each mode is extracted
using an appropriate wavelet filter bank [81]. In fact, EWT builds a family of wavelets
adapted to the processed signal [48]. The decomposition process of EWT includes
the segmentation the Fourier spectrum which is adaptive to the input signal. The
spectrum of an IMF in EMD is signal dependent, i.e. of compact support and cen-
tered around a specific frequency. In EWT, also separate portions of the spectrum
correspond to different modes e.g centered around a specific frequency and of com-
pact support. In the following heart rate extraction using EWT has been described.
Parameter selection of the EWT algorithm is challenging and is discussed in next
section.
EWT was applied to SCG-Z axis signal and the corresponding modes to heart-
beat were determined with the similar method was used in EMD and heart rate was
obtained with the same process in EMD as well. Fig. 3.5 shows the block diagram of
the applied EMD on ECG and SCG signals.
In general wavelet has the advantage that it does not require any predefined cut-
off frequency for detection and it provides reliable results while being applied on
symmetric (non-dynamical) signals. Most of the methods including wavelet based
approach are non-adaptive but EWT is the only fully adaptive wavelet transform
which is highly sensitive to noise and its results are reliable.
EMD automatically estimates the number of modes while this number can be
changed for a better segmentation in EWT. EWT gives a more consistent decom-
position while, generally, the EMD generates too many modes which are sometimes

















on 10 sec length of signals




Figure 3.5 Block diagram of EWT steps
can be adapted to classic wavelet formalism for a better understanding of its process.
The mathematical formulation of EWT has been expanded in appendix.
3.5.1 Challenges and Limitations
Unlike EMD that its interpolating2 function (cubic spline3) is fixed, EWT presents
multiple functions not only for interpolation but also for detecting the local max-
ima/minima. There is no doubt that the mentioned feature highlights the advantage
of EWT but on the other hand, it makes it more challenging as well. The parameter
selection phase of EWT is manually in the software (MATLAB). In order to approach
an appropriate parameter selection the following criteria are applied:
• Resolution
• Processing time
2Interpolation is the process of defining a function that takes on specified values at specified
points.
3Cubic spline interpolation is a form of interpolation where the interpolant is a special type of
polynomial called a spline
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There is a trade-off between the resolution and the processing time of the output
results.
3.5.2 EWT General Formulation
The process of estimating the number of bands in EWT is as the following:
• By assuming the number of segments (N) is given total number of N+1 bound-
aries are needed (0 and pi are the defined boundaries so basically N + 1 bound-
aries required to be found)
• To find such boundaries, the local maxima in the spectrum is detected and
sorted in decreasing order (0 and are pi excluded)
• After finding the local maxima (M) two cases can appear:
– M ≥ N : the algorithm found enough maxima to define the wanted number
of segments, then only the first N − 1 maxima are kept.
– M < N the signal has less modes than expected, all the detected maxima
are kept and N needs to be reset to the appropriate value.
Having maxima (plus 0 and pi), the boundaries of each segment ωn is defined as
the center between two consecutive maxima. The next step after segmentation is
building a tight frame set of empirical wavelets. The following proposition indicates
the obtaining of a tight frame.
Proposition : If γ < minn(
ωn+1−ωn
ωn+1+ωn
), then the set {φ1(t)}, {ϕn(t)}Nn=1 is a tight
frame of L2(R).
γ is the ration of τn
ωn
in which τn =
Tn
2





3.6 Advantages and Disadvantages of all three Methods
SET provides reliable information in time-domain such as heart rate estimation.
It is not adaptive but it can be used as the peak detector. As mentioned in Chapter 2,
SET has been used for heart rate estimation using both ECG and SCG signals by
other research groups. In this research, SET was mainly used as a ground truth
(applied SET to ECG result) and also as a peak detector method.
Both EMD and EWT are non-linear adaptive signal processing methods which
suit the non-stationary signals such as heartbeat. Even though the estimated heart
rate results using EMD and EWT in terms of accuracy is not significantly better
compared to the other relevant results but these algorithms provide an effective way
of analyzing the instantaneous frequency of signals. These features highlight the
significant difference between the proposed HR detection methods in this research
compared to the previous presented HR detection methods. On the other hand,
unlike other methods EMD and EWT provides the heartbeat signal.
Another disadvantage of adaptive methods of EMD and EWT is their computa-
tional complexity which limits the utilized length of the input signal. The computa-
tional complexities of both EMD and EWT are discussed in the following.
3.6.1 Computational Complexity
The system configuration that was used for the implementation of EMD and EWT
is as below:
• Processor Speed: 1.4 GHz
• Number of Processors: 1
• Total Number of Cores: 2
• System Version: OS X 10.9.5
• Utilized software : MATLAB
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Table 3.1 compares the approximate processing time of EMD and EWT methods. The
Number of input data points EMD EWT
10000 2− 5 min 1 min
50000 10− 30 min 1− 2 min
60000 15− 40 min 1− 3 min
300000 1− 3 hours 2− 10 min
Table 3.1 Approximate processing time of both EMD and EWT
factors that affect the processing time of EMD and EWT include: number of input
data points, number of operations in each stage, number of iterations. Since EMD
produces higher number of modes compared to EWT, the number of its iterations is
higher which makes its processing time longer.
3.7 Arrhythmia Detection Using Power Spectral Density
The abnormality in which heart has an irregular rhythm is called arrhythmia.
Cardiac arrhythmia is categorized into different types including ventricular tachycar-
dia, atrial/ventricular fibrillation, atrial arrhythmia and sinus tachycardia. In this
study, types of cardiac arrhythmia that occurs with an irregular beat such as ventric-
ular tachycardia and ventricular/atrial fibrillation are the major focus of the proposed
arrhythmia detection method. There are a lot of publications [59,75,76] regarding the
both detection and classification of different types of arrhythmia. Most of these re-
search works estimated the Power Spectral Density (PSD) using different methods for
arrhythmia detection. PSD describes the signal power distribution over the frequency.
Computation of PSD is done directly by the method called FFT (periodogram) or
computing autocorrelation function and then transforming it (correlogram). PSD is
sensitive to the frequency oscillation of the input signal which makes it a useful tool
for detecting sudden changes such as irregular beat in frequency spectrum. In other
words, PSD tells us at which frequency ranges variations are strong and that might
be quite useful for further analysis.
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Since the EWT method provides instantaneous frequency information of input
signals, calculating the PSD of each mode will be able to detect the sudden changes in
frequency domain. Therefore, EWT was applied to the obtained data from Physionet
and the PSD of each band then estimated for the further analysis. Fig. 4.25 illustrates
the steps of the proposed arrhythmia detection method. The method which was used
Figure 3.6 Block diagram of arrhythmia detection method steps
for PSD calculation is called correlogram. A correlogram is an image of correlation
statistics. In time series analysis, a correlogram is also known as an autocorrelation
plot. Mathematical formulation of both PSD and correlogram has been given in the
appendix.
3.7.1 Challenges and Limitations
Even though correlegram has quite low computational complexity as a PSD es-
timation method, it has its own limitations. A windowing technique is used for the
estimation of PSD in correlogram. There is a trade-off between spectral resolution
and variance of the spectral estimates for most windowing techniques which means low
variance implies loss of resolution and high resolution implies high variance. There-
fore to achieve a more accurate spectral estimate, longer length of the input signal is
required.
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Another limitation of correlogram method is the noise level of the input signal.
If the input signal is a highly noisy, correlogram can not provide an accurate and
reliable spectral estimate.
In this research study, in order to overcome these challenges, two solutions are
proposed. The first solution is using long-length input signals (1 minute span) to
provide more accurate results. To address the second limitation, for decomposition of
the input signal, EWT is used which provides reliable results while the input signal
is noisy. However the proposed method in this study is able to detect the arrhythmia
affected ECG signal , it is in its preliminary stage. Classification of different types of
arrhythmia using a better PSD estimation method is one of the future contributions.
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4. Results
In the previous Chapter, we discussed the proposed methods in this research
including their advantages and limitations. In this Chapter, we will present the results
of each performed method on ECG and SCG signals. As mentioned in Chapter 3 we
have two data sets for the first objective in which both ECG Lead II and SCG Z-axis
have been recorded simultaneously. We didn’t have access to raw data only the pre-
processed data. Results obtained by applied SET to ECG signal is our ground truth
that has been used for the evaluation of other results. In the following the obtained
results of each method will be discussed individually.
4.1 Heart Rate Detection Results by Modified SET
ECG and SCG signals of both data sets have been shown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2.
SET or signal energy thresholding has 3 steps of filtering, signal energy calculating
and thresholding the signal energy. In data set 1, ECG and SCG were first filtered
with 4th order high pass Butterworth with the cutoff frequencies of 10Hz and 8Hz
respectively. Then they were filtered with 4th order low pass Butterworth with the
cut-off frequencies of 20Hz and 18Hz respectively. In the next step, energy of the
filtered signals were calculated. Last step was threholding both signals energies for
peak extraction. Having the peak-to-peak time distance ,the heart rate can be esti-
mated. Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 show the HR graph related to each data set (1 subject
from each data set was selected).
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Figure 4.1 ECG and SCG-Zaxis of subject11, data set 1 with the sample frequency of
1000 Hz




























Figure 4.2 ECG and SCG-Zaxis of subject5, data set 2 with the sample frequency of
5000 Hz
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Figure 4.3 1st and 2nd graph from above presents energy signals of ECG and SCG-Z.
Last graph shows the heart rate estimated using SETECG (solid blue) and
SETSCG (dashed red) methods
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Figure 4.4 Heart rate estimation using SETECG (solid blue) and SETSCG (solid red)
methods
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According to Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, estimated heart rate graph of SETSCG tracks
the estimated heart rate graph of SETECG (ground truth). The existing delay be-
tween the heart rate graphs is due to the difference in ECG and SCG peaks location.
4.2 Heart Rate Detection Results by EMD
EMD is an adaptive method which decomposes a signal into different modes (with
different frequency bands). It was applied to SCG signals of data set 1 and decom-
posed most of them into 12 modes. Fig. 4.5 shows different modes of a SCG-Zaxis
signal whose peak frequencies were obtained. Then, IMF5, IMF6 and IMF7 with
peak frequencies between the range of 1 to 10 Hz were selected as heartbeat compo-
nents. Fig. 4.6 show the power spectra of the selected IMFs. Using these IMFs, the
heartbeat signal was constructed as shown in Fig. 4.7.












































































Figure 4.5 EMD decomposed SCG-Zaxis into 12 modes. Last 4 IMFs are trends and
first 4 IMFs are noise.
The next step is to estimate the heart rate from the heartbeat signal which was
done using SET as a peak detection method. The heartbeat signal was filtered using
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Figure 4.6 Power Spectra of the IMFs corresponding to heartbeat






























Figure 4.7 Heartbeat signal constructed using EMD
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4th order high pass and low pass Butterworth filters with the cut-off frequencies of
2 Hz and 10 Hz respectively. Then, energy of the filtered signal was calculated and
thresholded. Fig. 4.8 shows the HR graph estimation using heartbeat signal.



































Figure 4.8 Heart rate estimated using SETECG (solid blue) and EMDSCG (solid green)
According to Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, estimated heart rate graph of EMDSCG tracks
the estimated heart rate graph of SETECG (ground truth) with a delay due to the
difference in ECG and heartbeat signal peaks location.
4.3 Heart Rate Detection Results by EWT
Like EMD, EWT is also an adaptive method which decomposes a signal into
different modes. It was applied to SCG signals of both data sets. Fig. 4.9 and
Fig. 4.10 show the modes of applied EWT to the SCG-Zaxis signals of a subject
for each data set. EWT decomposed these signals into 5 and 9 modes respectively
(data set 1 and data set 2). Peak frequency of the signals were then obtained and
Mode (2-4) from data set 1 and Mode (2-8) from data set 2 with peak frequencies
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between the range of 1 to 10 Hz were selected as heartbeat components. Fig. 4.11 and
Fig. 4.12 respectively show the power spectra of the selected IMFs for each data set.
Constructed heartbeat signals corresponding each data set are as shown in Fig. 4.13
and Fig. 4.14.

































Figure 4.9 EWT Modes of a subject from data set 1
Then SET was applied to the heartbeat signals obtained from both data sets.
Heartbeat signals were filtered using 4th order high pass and low pass Butterworth
filters with the cut-off frequencies of 2 Hz and 10 Hz respectively. Fig. 4.15 and
Fig. 4.16 show the HR graph estimated from heartbeat signals. Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18
illustrate the HR graph using all the proposed methods. Based on the current results
in this study, EWTSCG method gives the more similar heart rate graph to SETECG
compared to SETSCG methods. In fact, the estimated heart rate graph of EWTSCG
tracks the estimated heart rate of SETECG with a delay which is due to the ECG
and SCG signals peaks locations as mentioned in previous sections.
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Figure 4.10 EWT Modes of a subject from data set 2



























Figure 4.11 Power Spectra of the Modes corresponding to heartbeat (datase1)
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Figure 4.12 Power Spectra of the Modes corresponding to heartbeat (datase2)






























Figure 4.13 Heartbeat signal constructed using EWT (data set 1)
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Figure 4.14 Heartbeat signal constructed using EWT (data set 2)





































Figure 4.15 Heart rate estimated using SETECG (solid blue) and EWTSCG (solid
brown) (data set 1)
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Figure 4.16 Heart rate estimated using SETECG (solid blue) and EMDSCG (solid green)
(data set 2)




















Figure 4.17 Heart rate estimated using SETECG (solid blue), SETSCG (dashed red),
EMDSCG (dashed green), EWTSCG (solid purpel) (data set 1)
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Figure 4.18 Heart rate estimated using SETECG (solid blue), SETSCG (solid red),
EWTSCG (dotted green) (datase2)
4.4 Heart Rate Parameters
In this section, time-domain HR parameters including SDANN, RMSSD, Mean
(NN (interbeat interval)) , MEAN HR have been calculated for each method. Ta-




SET ECG SET SCG EMD SCG EWT SCG
mean , std mean , std mean , std mean , std
Mean NN (s) 0.8170 , 0.0673 0.8176 , 0.0699 0.8129 , 0.0668 0.8135 , 0.0632
Mean HR (bpm) 74.1570 , 6.2605 74.0698 , 6.5644 74.5086 , 6.2889 74.3905 , 6.4656
SDANN (ms) 46.0328 , 23.0917 46.7712 , 15.5057 47.16550 , 14.5983 45.1962 , 18.6880
RMSSD (ms) 59.0150 , 28.0917 51.1320 , 18.9177 52.4303 , 18.9177 57.9653 , 14.7807
Table 4.1 Time-domain parameters of HR for data set 1
In table 4.1 the estimated amounts of Mean NN and Mean HR parameters by all
3 methods of SET SCG, EMD SCG and EWT SCG have a high correlation with the
estimated amounts of these parameters by the ground truth method of SET ECG.
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Also estimated SDANN parameter by EWT SCG has a higher correlation with the
estimated SDANN by SET ECG compared to EMD SCG.
Time domain
Parameters
SET ECG SET SCG EWT SCG
mean , std mean , std mean , std
Mean NN (s) 0.9408 , 0.0396 0.9385 , 0.0397 0.9390 , 0.0401
Mean HR (bpm) 63,8992 , 2.5979 64.2827 , 2.608 64.1399 , 2.602
SDANN (ms) 23.3049 , 10.3488 25.7166 , 10.9261 22.9109 , 11.1249
RMSSD (ms) 29.632 , 10.1121 32.1320 , 14.8382 27.7509 , 13.9900
Table 4.2 Time-domain parameters of HR for data set 2
In table 4.2 the estimated amounts of Mean NN and Mean HR parameters by all
2 methods of SET SCG and EWT SCG have a high correlation with the estimated
amounts of these parameters by the ground truth method of SET ECG. Also esti-
mated SDANN and RMSSD parameters by EWT SCG have a higher correlation with
the estimated SDANN and RMSSD by SET ECG compared to SET SCG.
In conclusion, the proposed HR detection methods in this study provide promising
results even in short-term recordings. Therefore they can be used for both short and
long term heart rate monitoring.
4.5 Evaluation of All the Proposed Heart Rate Detection
Methods
The average of interbeat intervals and heart rate for each method has been shown
in Fig. 4.19, Fig. 4.20, Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22. In the following, discussed methods
were evaluated by comparing to our ground truth (SETECG). For this purpose, the
average of interbeat intervals for each method was obtained compared to the interbeat
interval average of the ground truth. The difference between the averaged interbeat
interval of ground truth with other methods averaged interbeat interval is defined as
interbeat interval error.
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Figure 4.19 Averaged interbeat intervals (data set 1)































Figure 4.20 Averaged interbeat intervals (data set 2)
Table. 4.3 provides us with the error information by presenting the mean and
standard deviation of each method’s error for both data sets. Fig. 4.23 and Fig. 4.24
show the bar graphs of interbeat interval error for both data sets. Based on the
obtained results the average error of SET method is 12.5 ms and 17 ms, the average
error of EWT is 16 ms and 9 ms for data set 1 and data set 2 respectively. The
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Figure 4.21 Averaged heart rate (data set 1)



























Figure 4.22 Averaged heart rate (data set 2)
average error of EMD for data set 1 is 16 ms.
According to the relevant literature (other HR detection methods) range of inter-




SET SCG EMD SCG EWT SCG
data set 1 9.0364 3.5308 11.3636 5.0393 11.0545 5.0014
data set 2 12.0516 5.1966 - - 6, 7231 2.4238
Table 4.3 Averaged error of all three methods






















































Figure 4.23 Averaged error of interbeat interval differences (data set 1)

















































Figure 4.24 Averaged error of interbeat interval differences (data set 2)
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4.6 Power Spectrum of EWT Bands in Normal vs. Arrhyth-
mia Affected ECG Signals
EWT, when applied to the ECG signal, decomposes it into different modes with
different frequency components. Power Spectral Density (PSD) of each mode gives
specific information about its frequency oscillation. PSD can be calculated using
different methods. In this research, using correlogram method PSD of each input
ECG signal and its modes were estimated. Input ECG signals are two categories of
normal and arrhythmia affected signals. After estimation of PSD for each mode of
ECG signal, the average of PSD is obtained for both categories. For this purpose, we
obtained our data from PhysioNet [77]. 5 subjects for each group were selected for
further analysis from the data set. Fig. 4.25 shows normal and abnormal (affected by
arrhythmia) ECG signals.












ECG − Normal sinus rythm












Figure 4.25 Upper figure shows a normal ECG and the other figure shows affected ECG
signal
Fig. 4.26 and Fig. 4.27 present the different modes of normal ECG signal and
the arrhythmia one respectively. Fig. 4.28 and Fig. 4.29 show the estimated power
spectral density of each mode in both normal and affected ECG signal.
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Figure 4.26 EWT of a normal ECG signal which has 9 bands













































Figure 4.27 EWT of affected ECG signal which has 9 bands
Based on the obtained results, the average PSD of a normal ECG signal is 20dB
or less and the average PSD of an abnormal ECG signal affected by arrhythmia is at
least 50dB. Therefore the power spectral density of abnormal ECG compared to the
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Figure 4.28 PSD of normal ECG signal’s modes using correlogram









































Figure 4.29 PSD of affected ECG signal’s modes using correlogram
normal ECG is higher. Also specific modes 4-7 of EWT reflect the major frequency
changes that can be used for further analysis.
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The proposed arrhythmia detection method in this study is a promising approach
for diagnosing arrhythmia affected ECG. Using a different PSD estimation method is
one of the improvement that can be applied which makes the arrhythmia classification
as one of the potential future contributions.
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5. Discussion
In this chapter the statement of the problem and presented results which are the
contributions of this research study have been summarized and compared to other
relevant studies. Another section of this chapter discusses the limitations of this study
and the proposed solutions.
5.1 Contributions
In regards with heart rate detection, a large number of studies can be found since
it is an active research field. These studies proposed different kinds of HR estimation
methods mostly using ECG signal features. Further studies highlight the usefulness
of SCG signal in heart rate detection.
These methods are classified as whether linear/non-linear or adaptive/non-adaptive.
Each category has its own advantages and disadvantages. In the first category, linear
methods have less computational complexity but when they are used for non-linear
signal (e.g., ECG OR SCG) processing would cause the missing of the signal’s impor-
tant information. On the other hand, non-linear approaches provides reliable infor-
mation about signals but they are not capable of tracking changes in high frequencies
which is considered as a limitation of theses approaches.
In the second category, adaptive methods such as FFT provides a reliable fre-
quency response of stationary signals but it is not capable of localizing the instanta-
neous frequency changes. Considering the dynamic changes of heart behaviour and its
non-stationary nature, adaptive methods whose basis functions are directly derived
from the signal itself, can perform better in tracking changes of heart rate including
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its rapid variation compared to non-adaptive methods.
5.1.1 Heart Rate Detection from SCG Using EMD and EWT
Based on the non-stationary nature of heartbeat, adaptive methods of EMD and
EWT are appropriate approaches for the further analysis of this signal. The first
contribution of this thesis is the proposed HR detection methods based on EMD and
EWT algorithms which are highly adaptive. To the best of author’s knowledge these
methods were not being applied to SCG signals for heart rate detection yet which
highlights the novelty of this contribution.
On the other hand, some of proposed HR detection methods by other research
groups provide an accurate and reliable estimation of heart rate even though they are
not adaptive. In most cases, these approaches are quite complicated and own a high
computational complexity which question their robustness.
One of the other differences with the the other HR detection methods is the
construction of the heartbeat signal using both EMD and EWT and heart rate was
estimated using it.
5.1.2 Arrhythmia Detection from ECG Using EWT
Arrhythmia is caused an irregular beat which reflects in the frequency content
by a sudden change. Different kind of studies have been done regarding arrhythmia
detection and classification. According to the literature, the power spectrum of ab-
normal (arrhythmia affected) ECG is higher than a normal one. As mentioned before
EWT is able to track the instant frequency changes which makes it an appropriate
approach for arrhythmia detection. On the other hand power spectral density of a
signal is a powerful tool for tracking the frequency oscillation of a signal which can
be estimated using different methods such as periodogram and correlogram.
The second contribution of this thesis is using EWT in arrhythmia detection. It
was applied to both normal and arrhythmia affected ECG signals and decomposed
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each input signal into several modes. Then, correlogram was used for PSD estima-
tion to reflect the difference between the normal and abnormal (arrhythmia affected)
ECG signals in terms of frequency content. The obtained results of this contribution
recommend that EWT is a reliable method for arrhythmia detection. The results
provided are in the preliminary stage since the proposed method can only be used as
a general classifier of normal vs. abnormal ECG signals. The classification of different
types of arrhythmia is one of the future directions.
5.2 Limitations and Challenges
Like any other research studies, this study also includes some limitations and
challenges. Some of them have specifically been addressed in Chapter 3. These
limitations and challenges are listed as below:
• Lack of access to the raw data
• Lack of access to the arrhythmia affected SCG signal
• Filtering step of SET is a limitation for this method since it is not applicable
to different ECG/SCG input data sets
• Computational complexities of the adaptive HR detection methods which make
a trade-off between the processing time and the resolution of the obtained results
5.2.1 Solutions
Proposed solutions to the mentioned limitations above have been sorted as the
following:
• Since there was no access to the raw data, preprocessed data was used
• Since there was no access to the abnormal (arrhythmia affected) SCG data set,
abnormal ECG data set was used.
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• Multiple Butterworth filters with variable cut-off frequencies were defined in
order to make SET HR detection method applicable for different ECG/SCG
input data sets.
• Short spans of the utilized data sets were taken as the input signals to reduce
the processing time of the proposed HR detection methods to the least possible
level.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter the research steps are summarized by discussing each step briefly.
Then, potential future contributions of this work will be addressed.
6.1 Research Summary
Cardiac diseases are one of the major causes of death. Heart monitoring/diagnostic
techniques have been developed over decades to address this concern. Monitoring a
vital sign such as heart rate is a powerful technique for heart abnormalities detection
(e.g., arrhythmia). After having the raw data, the heart rate from ECG, SCG and
BCG signals can be detected by various signal processing methods which have been
discussed in chapter 2.
The novelty of this work is that offers new heart rate detection methods which
are both robust and adaptive and suit the non-stationary signals. Utilized data sets
(data set 1, data set 2) in this study have been provided from two sources. Data set
1 has not been released in PhysioNet and belongs to a research group and data set
2 has been obtained from PhysioNet. Each data set includes several simultaneous
recorded signals that ECG and SCG Z-axis are the focus of this thesis. Utilized data
sets, have been pre-processed and therefore there was no access to the raw data.
In this research study, proposed methods for heart rate detection include mod-
ified SET, EMD and EWT. Using EMD and EWT for heart rate detection using
SCG signal one of the contributions of this study. Results obtained from applied
SET to ECG signal was selected as the ground truth. Then all three methods were
used for heart rate detection from the SCG signal and were compared to the ground
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truth for further evaluation. Since the nature of heartbeat signal is non-stationary,
recommended methods of EMD and EWT give more efficient interpretation of heart
rate.
As previously mentioned in chapter 3, adaptive methods of EMD and EWT which
are suitable for nonlinear/nonstationary signals, decompose a signal into its differ-
ent frequency components. After obtaining the peak frequencies of each mode, the
corresponding modes to heartbeat with the frequency range of 1-10 Hz are selected
and used to construct the heartbeat signal. Then, heart rate is estimated using the
heartbeat signal. Time-domain parameters of heart rate have been estimated for all
proposed methods and were compared to ground truth. The average error of SET
method is 12.5 ms and 17 ms, the average error of EWT is 16 ms and 9 ms for data
set 1 and data set 2 respectively. The average error of EMD for data set 1 is 16 ms.
Based on the obtained results, EMD and EWT are promising techniques for heart
rate detection and interpretation from the SCG signal.
Another contribution of this work is the arrhythmia detection using EWT since
it provides us with the instantaneous frequency changes of the corresponding modes
to ECG signal. Based on the obtained results, power spectral density of arrhythmia
affected ECG is more than 50dB and is higher compared to the power spectral density
of a normal ECG which is less than 20dB). In the following, future contributions will
be discussed.
6.2 Future Directions
In this section, potential future contributions have been briefly discussed as the
following.
6.2.1 Cardiac Information of the 2 Other Axes of SCG (X,
Y)
In this thesis, the information extracted from Z axis of SCG which is perpendic-
ular to the heart was interpreted. The maximum force generated by the heart is in
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Z direction and therefore, Z component provides more cardiac information. Consid-
ering the fact that collecting data from all three axes will lead to a more complete
interpretation of cardiac events, highlights the importance of the extracted data from
X and Y axes. The future contribution is to use X and Y axes for heart rate detection
and compare the obtained results with the current Z axis results. Furthermore, the
extracted information from all three axes will be combined for achieving a reliable
interpretation of heart rate.
6.2.2 Arrhythmia Detection Using SCG
The focus of this thesis was mainly the HR detection using adaptive methods
and the utilized data sets belong to the subjects with normal heart condition. Pro-
posed heart rate detection methods will be performed on more data sets to get a
more reliable result. Applying the adaptive method of EWT to SCG for heart ab-
normality detection such as arrhythmia is also an interesting topic for the future
research direction. Based on EWT’s specific properties (e.g. being time adaptive and




Mathematical Equations of the Proposed Methods
A.1 EWT
The empirical wavelets are defined as bandpass filters with the center frequency
of ωn. In order to obtain these wavelets, the empirical scaling function and the
empirical wavelets are respectively defined as the following equations A.1 and A.2
(where 0 < γ < 1) [48]:
A.φˆn(ω) =

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if (1− γ)ωn ≤ |ω| ≤ (1 + γ)ωn
0 otherwise.
(A.2)




0 if x ≤ 0
and β(x) + β(1− x) = 1 ∀x ∈ [0, 1].
1 if x ≥ 1.
(A.3)
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The definition of the EWT as a classic wavelet transform is as WEf (n, t). Equa-
tions A.4 presents he detail coefficients by the inner products with the empirical
wavelets:
WEf (n, t) = 〈f, ψn〉 =
∫





Equation A.6 indicates the approximation coefficients by the inner product with
the scaling function:
WEf (0, t) = 〈f, φ1〉 =
∫





Knowing the definitions of ψˆn(ω) and φˆ1 in equation A.1 and A.2 f(t) can be
reconstructed as equation A.6
f(t) =WEf (0, t)?φ1(t)+
N∑
n=1
WEf (n, t)?ψn(t) =
(







Following this formalism, the empirical mode fk is given by the following equa-
tions A.7 and A.8
f0(t) =WEf (0, t) ? φ1(t), (A.7)
fk(t) =WEf (k, t) ? ψk(t). (A.8)
A.2 PSD
Let {x(n)} be an input random signal,
E{x(n)} = 0, r(k) = E{x(n)x∗(n− k)}. (A.9)
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P (ejω)ejωk dω. (A.11)
Second definition of PSD [82]:

























∗(i− k), k ≥ 0,
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